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Abstract
The interfaces between layers of a system are susceptible
to bugs if developers of adjacent layers proceed under subtly different assumptions. Formal verification of two layers
against the same formal model of the interface between them
can be used to shake out these bugs. Doing so for every interface in the system can, in principle, yield unparalleled
assurance of the correctness and security of the system as a
whole. However, there have been remarkably few efforts that
carry out this exercise, and all of them have simplified the
task by restricting interactivity of the application, inventing
new simplified instruction sets, and using unrealistic input
and output mechanisms. We report on the first verification
of a realistic embedded system, with its application software,
device drivers, compiler, and RISC-V processor represented
inside the Coq proof assistant as one mathematical object,
with a machine-checked proof of functional correctness. A
key challenge is structuring the proof modularly, so that
further refinement of the components or expansion of the
system can proceed without revisiting the rest of the system.
CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Formal software verification; • Hardware → Theorem
proving and SAT solving.
Keywords: Formal Verification, Hardware-Software Interface, Proof Assistants, Embedded Systems, RISC-V
Instruction-Set Family
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1

Introduction

We present the comprehensive and modular verification of
functional correctness of a newly realistic but still very simple embedded system, highlighting important challenges
that remain in scaling up the scope and realism of verification and reducing the effort required. Our development of
an Ethernet-connected IoT lightbulb controller culminates
in a single Coq proof relating the network packets entering
our integrated system through memory-mapped I/O (MMIO)
to the action the controller takes by emitting MMIO writes,
ruling out any bugs or vulnerabilities that could be exploited
over the network. In particular, the proof spans a pipelined
processor implementation, the RISC-V instruction set, a compiler, a software-verification system, drivers, and application
code. We choose rather simple designs for the components
and mainly focus on integration verification, i.e. on ruling
out integration bugs that arise when two components (e.g.,
compiler and application code, or compiler and processor)
interpret the interface between them in independently reasonable but subtly different ways.
We believe that verifying intercomponent interaction is
crucial for preventing the nastiest bugs across the stack, e.g.:
• A network interface card receiving a large frame overrunning a statically allocated buffer in the driver (our initial
prototype had this bug)
• A C compiler deleting reasonable-looking code that calls
memcpy after determining that a little-known and unnecessary precondition of the function is violated [26]
• Code compiled for a userland environment failing inexplicably in a kernel due to differences in stack discipline [14]
• Code written for AMD processors allowing for privilege
escalation attacks on Intel’s “compatible” processors due
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to a subtle difference in the behavior of an instruction originally defined by AMD, even though each implementation
technically matched its published specification [13]
We further insist on modular verification: it should be
possible to modify and optimize each component individually
(within the flexibility allowed by its interfaces) and reprove it
without having to recheck and potentially update the proofs
of other components. For example, the compatibility between
a new processor and established instruction set could be
proven without access to all code for that instruction set, or
more ambitiously, optimizations added to a compiler could
be verified against the same spec as the unoptimized version.
The main challenge in this work was to come up with
appropriately precise interface specifications. Each of them
needs to delineate the responsibilities of the components on
the two sides of the interface sufficiently, so that all components can be verified individually against their interfaces and
yet compose into an end-to-end theorem stated without referencing any of the intermediate specifications. We believe this
rigor about interfaces is necessary and useful even though
we could have built a full-stack proof for our particular application with less effort – and for reasons discussed in section 7.3.1, we chose to build the smallest application that
crosses the interfaces we wanted to study.
Concretely, the I/O of our IoT lightbulb demo is described
by a simple regex-like expression (see section 3.1) that becomes the top-level specification for the system of software
and hardware together:
BootSeq +++ ((EX b: bool, Recv b +++ LightbulbCmd b)
||| RecvInvalid ||| PollNone) ^*

Contributions. To our knowledge, no prior verificationintegration project spanning software and hardware has
involved unbounded reactive execution, interactive behaviors,
or realistic I/O interfaces like MMIO. Treatment of I/O in a
software/hardware-integration proof is especially challenging to incorporate into our modular design, because hardware optimizations like pipelining and instruction caching
require additional validity conditions from the software, but
these conditions cannot be stated in terms of the concepts
of any one layer and need to span the entire stack. We describe intricate specifications of intercomponent interfaces
that together guarantee predictable execution without exposing undue detail and which are parameterized over the
underlying I/O mechanism (MMIO in the demo).
Semantics of our system’s internal layers from source code
to assembly are written in a novel manner that we call CPS
semantics. We found it particularly convenient for controlflow-directed “forward” reasoning even in the presence of
undefined behavior, external input (or any nondeterminism),
and potentially divergent computations.
Additionally, ours is the first applications-to-hardware
integration-verification project to use an ISA supported by

commercial off-the-shelf processors (concretely, with the
RISC-V ISA). This choice allowed us to build our first prototype by buying a commercial microcontroller and implementing its software stack with off-the-shelf tools; then we
experimented separately with replacing each of the hardware and software parts with a verified version, testing it
against the mainstream version of the other side. We also
felt this baseline of realism was important to keep us from
cutting corners.
Availability. All code and mechanized proofs in this
project are available under a permissive open-source license
at
https://github.com/mit-plv/bedrock2/
Structure of the Paper. The remainder of this paper is
structured as follows: section 2 reviews prior work, also
taking the opportunity to define a few important concepts.
Section 3 gives a brief overview of our system. Section 4
introduces our application programming language and the
style of semantics used throughout the system. In section 5,
we describe the layers of our stack, the interfaces between
them, and our verification that they adhere to these interfaces, culminating in the presentation of our end-to-end
theorem describing the behavior of the overall system concisely and with formal accuracy. While section 5 focuses on
the vertical modular decomposition of the system into layers,
section 6 discusses the horizontal modular decomposition
achieved by parameterization throughout layers. Section 7
discusses the engineering effort and other evaluation criteria,
and section 8 concludes.

2
2.1

Related Work and Concepts
Integration Verification

When integrating two components, we need to ensure that
they make the same assumptions about the interface between
them. Our strategy is to write down the interface specification in a format that is both human- and machine-readable
and to verify that both components adhere to it.
Successful examples of such work include the Verified Software Toolchain (VST) [3], which verifies C programs against
logical specifications in Coq, compiles these programs using
CompCert [27], and achieves verified integration of the C
programs and the compiler because both of them use the
exact same specification of the C language written in Coq.
Similarly (but with a different, abstraction-layer-based
proof approach), the CertiKOS [19] verified operating system
implemented in C integrates in a verified way with a fork [18]
of the CompCert compiler, and recent encouraging work [24,
30] is trying to integrate it with VST.
2.2

Automated Symbolic Execution

A promising approach for integration verification that is
more automated than the projects just surveyed and ours
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Table 1. Our evaluation criteria for verified stacks
seL4 [23]
VST+CertiKOS [30]
CompCertMC [41]
Everest [6]
Serval [33]
Vigor [43]
CLI stack [5]
Verisoft [2]
CakeML [25, 29]
This paper

Key:
✓ met
∼ partially met
✗ not met
− not applicable

2.3

Applications
OS and/or drivers
Source language
Assembly
Machine code
HDL
Integration verification∼
One proof assistant
✓
Modularity
∼
Standardized ISA
✓
HW optimizations
−
Realistic I/O
✓

∼
✓
✓
✓
−
∼

✓
✓
✓
✓
−
✗

✗
✗
∼
✓
−
✗

✓
✗
✗
✓
−
∼

✓
✗
✓
✓
−
✓

✓
✓
✓
∼
∼
✗

✓
✓
✓
✗
✓
∼

✓
✓
✓
✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Height of the Verified Stack

As every layer of a software stack could contain bugs, it is
desirable that the verification effort spans a stack height as
large as possible (visualized in Table 1).
When it comes to starting the verification as high-up as
possible, a notable project is Everest [6], which develops a
TLS stack and an appropriate set of cryptographic primitives
using a number of SMT-based tools. And when it comes to
ending the verification as low as possible in the stack, another project worth mentioning is CompCertMC [41], which
extends CompCert [27] to compile to machine code running
on a realistic machine model rather than compiling just to an
assembly language with pseudo-instructions and a machine
model with an unbounded stack. However, we have not yet
seen this work being integrated with projects building on
top of CompCert, such as VST and CertiKOS.
When thinking about extending the verified stack at the
bottom, the interface between software and hardware is
both important and subtle. The question is not just “what
if the hardware contains bugs?” but crucially also “what if
the software and the hardware make different assumptions
about how the instructions should behave?”
2.4

is to use SMT solvers and symbolic execution. Solvers are
used to test reachability of unexplored control-flow paths,
and this symbolic analysis can eventually certify that all relevant paths have been explored in full generality. Examples
of verification tools built in this style include in the Hyperkernel project [34], the Nickel information-flow-checking
tool [38], Serval [33], and Vigor [43]. Several of these tools
apply directly to assembly or machine languages, solving
the integration-verification problem between the source language and the compiler.
While these approaches offer a high degree of automation,
they rely on knowing simultaneously the implementations of
all components being verified as compatible with each other.
We are not aware of past work of this kind that crosses the
software-hardware boundary, e.g. using symbolic execution
to realize that a tricky conditional in a processor went a
certain way, so that we should find a software-level test
vector exercising the other case. Perhaps more importantly,
the inherently unmodular nature of analysis fails to reap the
benefits associated with classic techniques in Hoare logic and
elsewhere, where we can modify one component of a system
without needing to adjust the proofs of others. There are
examples of mixing the two approaches, like how Vigor [43]
uses Hoare-logic-style proofs of important library routines
to summarize them soundly in symbolic execution, though
such hybrids suffer from larger verification trusted code
bases, typically with no proof of the interface between the
symbolic executor and the Hoare-logic-style tool.
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Verified Software-Hardware Integration

We are aware of three prior projects that achieve integration
verification across the software-hardware boundary. They
all do so by connecting all components within one proof
assistant, thus reducing the trusted audit-worthy code base
to just their top-most and bottom-most specifications and
the proof assistant.
In the late 1980s, the CLI stack [5] connected a Pascallike language to a 32-bit microprocessor design described in
minimalistic register-transfer language. The purpose-built
languages were modeled using interpreters and omitted input or output facilities. The processor implementation is
described as a loop that executes one instruction per iteration and includes, for example, waiting for responses to
memory requests [21]. The verified software for this stack
included arithmetic on large integers and a solver for the
mathematical game Nim, and a successor of the processor
was fabricated using gate-array technology.
The Verisoft project [2], begun in the early 2000s, connects
a correctness framework for programs written in a language
they call C0 to a compiler targeting their purpose-built VAMP
processor architecture. To our knowledge, no complete physical demonstration system including input and output was
ever built with this stack, and we also are not aware of any
full-system proof against a concise application specification
in terms of input and output. The closest we are aware of
related a correctness proof of a small automotive-control
C0 application to the correctness proof of an operating system [12], plugging into a proved stack including compiler and
processor, but there is no discussion of a short full-system
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theorem, even though each interface individually seems to
have been crossed for non-I/O code [40].
In work begun roughly 15 years after the Verisoft project
started, the CakeML optimizing compiler [25] was extended
with a backend to a new, purpose-built instruction set called
Silver [29]. This time the software stack did support input
and output, but the complete stack still did not. Instead, external calls for file-system access and standard input/output
were compiled into reads and writes of a memory buffer.
The stack was run on an FPGA, with a commodity microprocessor connected to the same memory to initialize input
and collect output (in contrast to our experiments using
a freestanding system). With this setup, several nontrivial
programs were executed: word count, sorting, and even compiling a “hello word” program using a cross-compiled copy
of CakeML itself. Application software was written in an ML
dialect, while our project involves low-level software written
in a C-like language and proved functionally correct, hewing
more closely to typical practices in embedded systems.
Unfortunately, none of the three above projects performs
what we call realistic I/O: CLI and Silver only provide endto-end proofs about values written into the main memory,
and Verisoft I/O proofs do not cross the hardware-software
interface [1]. Moreover, each of them uses its custom-built
ISA instead of a standardized ISA, raising the question of
whether integration techniques are up to the challenge of
realistic architectures.

3

Overview

This project provides a simple embedded-systems stack including software as well as hardware for building singlethreaded applications that do not require an operating system and communicate with the external world over Ethernet. Each of its components is developed in the Coq proof
assistant and comes with a specification that is both humanreadable and machine-readable. As a result, we can write
machine-checked end-to-end proofs about the I/O behavior
of a system, where all the intermediate specifications cancel
out, resulting in a concise description of the system’s behavior stated in terms of just the highest-level application logic
and lowest-level hardware model.
Figure 1 gives an overview of our system. The software
is written in a minimal C-like language of our devising,
Bedrock2. The compiler can be fed a source program and
be executed inside Coq to create a RISC-V binary, and the
processor written in the Kami framework [10] can be exported to a design in the Bluespec HDL1 . (This automatic
translation to a language outside Coq is where our trust
structure bottoms out, handing over control to tools that
are not verified.) Using the Bluespec compiler, our design
is compiled to Verilog and then synthesized onto an FPGA,
whose BRAM memory is initialized with the RISC-V binary.
1 https://github.com/B-Lang-org/bsc

Exported C code

Commercial
RISC-V processor

Coq

Bedrock2 source

RISC-V binaries
produced with
existing compilers

RISC-V binary

BRAM

Bedrock2 compiler
FPGA

Coq
Kami processor
End-to-end theorem
Coq development

Bluespec design
bsc
Verilog design

yosys

Figure 1. System overview. The top row highlights compatibility with existing interfaces and tools.

While this paper focuses on the components inside the
large box in Figure 1, it is worth emphasizing that the system adheres to existing interfaces where it makes sense, as
illustrated by the arrows crossing the boundary of the large
box: RISC-V binaries compiled with other compilers can be
run on the Kami-generated processor, RISC-V binaries compiled with the Bedrock2 compiler can be run on commercial
RISC-V processors, and Bedrock2 source programs can be exported to C code. However, there is an existing interface, the
C language, that we take inspiration from but do not adhere
to strictly, similarly to other verification projects [17, 20, 34].
Using Bedrock2 instead of C was expedient both in that
it allowed us to skip implementing unneeded features and
to avoid choosing and defending an interpretation of contentious points in C semantics [16, 31]. Importing C code
into Bedrock2 is thus not supported in general, but manual
translation of our embedded-systems code proved straightforward.
While this system could be used for any simple application,
this paper focuses on one specific example we call the verified
IoT lightbulb. In this example, the FPGA running the verified
system is connected to a network interface card and to a
power switch controlling a lightbulb, as shown in Figure 2.
The only functionality of the application running on the
FPGA is to read UDP packets from the network interface card
and turn the lightbulb on or off depending on the first byte
of the received packet. Any unexpected packet, no matter
how maliciously malformed at any layer, is ignored, and
the application does not send any packets to the network
card. This guarantee is important despite the simplicity of
the application: confusing a word count for a byte count
led to an unprovable Coq goal during the development of
our Ethernet driver. The nature of the issue was quickly
confirmed by exploiting the bad check to grow the heap into
the stack and gain remote code execution on the development
system.
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Ethernet
NIC
power switch
FPGA

Figure 2. System demo
It is important that this property can not only be written
down and checked against our implementation (which we
have done) but also that the statement of this property is
easy to audit, because it is expressed concisely, as we show
in the following subsection.
3.1

The Trace Predicate

We state application-level specifications as predicates over
traces of the MMIO reads and writes issued by the processor.
An MMIO trace is a list of triples, where ("ld", addr, value)
means that the system issued an MMIO-load request with
address addr on the memory bus and got value as the reply,
and ("st", addr, value) means that the system issued an
MMIO-store request with address addr and value value.
Our specifications stand for sets of legal I/O traces.
For readability, we write them in the style of regular expressions, with notation ||| for union, +++ for concatenation,
and ^* for zero or more repetitions. However, our trace predicates are general logical functions over traces, so we retain
the full expressive power of higher-order logic. For instance,
we can define a notation (where a may occur free in P)
EX a:T, P := (𝜆 t:trace ⇒ ∃ a:T, P(t))

which means that there exists an a of type T such that the
trace satisfies P. Our top-level spec is named goodHlTrace
(“good high-level trace”) and defined as
Definition goodHlTrace :=
BootSeq +++ ((EX b: bool, Recv b +++ LightbulbCmd b)
||| RecvInvalid ||| PollNone) ^*.

Every trace accepted by goodHlTrace starts with a series of
incantations BootSeq mandated by the Ethernet controller.
After that, goodHlTrace requires that the trace only consists
of three kinds of interactions: receiving a valid UDP packet
containing a Boolean b (Recv b) followed by turning the lightbulb on or off depending on the value of b (LightbulbCmd
b); or silently ignoring an invalid packet (RecvInvalid); or
polling the Ethernet card for a new packet but getting the
response that there is none (PollNone).
The subspecifications (BootSeq, etc.) are defined similarly
along with a simple (and lax) specification of byte strings
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accepted as Ethernet and UDP packets. All the above take
up less than a page of code and form our application-level
promise to the user, which we prove all the way down to the
level of particular hardware designs with memory initialized
with concrete bytes.

4

CPS Semantics

The Bedrock2 compiler uses a particular style of semantics
that we call CPS semantics. CPS semantics are compatible
with the weakest-precondition semantics of our program
logic as well as with the traditional small-step operational
semantics of Kami, but they offer the advantage that they
enable forward-style compiler-correctness proofs even in
the presence of external and internal nondeterminism.2
Forward-style compiler-correctness proofs [28] associate
to each successful source-language execution a successful
target-language execution. With traditional small-step or
big-step operational semantics, forward-style proofs only
work for external nondeterminism and become (almost)
useless once internal nondeterminism is added to the semantics, because they cannot exclude that the target program has unwanted behaviors that differ from those chosen by the compiler-correctness proof, and one has to use
backward-style proofs instead, which prove that for each
target-language execution, a corresponding source-language
execution exists. However, backward-style proofs are much
more tedious, and experts avoid them whenever possible [28, 36], because they require a more-detailed simulation
relation that considers each intermediate target-language
state for the case where one source-language instruction is
translated to several target-language instructions.
On the other hand, derivations in CPS semantics, as we
will see, talk about all possible executions at once and therefore do not suffer from this problem. A forward proof between CPS-semantics derivations says that if all sourceprogram executions are successful then all executions of
the compiled code are successful.
We start by presenting the weakest-precondition definition of the program logic, so that we can contrast CPS semantics to it in the next subsection.
4.1

The Bedrock2 Program Logic

Bedrock2 programs, such as the application and driver code
of the lightbulb, are proven against a verification-condition
generator, which serves as the top-level specification for this
language. It takes as arguments the program 𝑐, the trace of
past external calls 𝑡, the Bedrock2-owned memory 𝑚, the
values of the local variables ℓ, and a claimed postcondition 𝑄
2 We say that a labeled state transition system has internal nondeterminism if

it has states that can step to several possible next states without reading any
input to decide which state to pick, and we speak of external nondeterminism
if different inputs cause a given state to step to different next states. We
believe this terminology is consistent with CompCert [28].
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which itself is a predicate on trace, memory, and locals:
vcgen(𝑐, 𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ, 𝑄)
When applied to a program 𝑐, vcgen answers the question
“what needs to be proven to know that executing statement 𝑐
from state (𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ) always terminates in states satisfying 𝑄?”,
i.e. it returns the weakest precondition that must hold before
executing 𝑐 if we want 𝑄 to hold after executing 𝑐. At the
beginning of verification of each function, vcgen is invoked
on universally quantified inputs, so for each function with
body 𝑐, precondition 𝑃, and postcondition 𝑄, we prove
∀ 𝑡 𝑚 ℓ. 𝑃 (𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ) ⇒ vcgen(𝑐, 𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ, 𝑄)
The definition of vcgen is structurally recursive on the program and handles most cases very similarly to a hypothetical
continuation-passing-style (CPS) interpreter for Bedrock2
programs, except in the loop case it asks for a loop invariant
and a decreasing measure instead of unrolling the loop. For
example, the sequence case vcgen(𝑐 1 ; 𝑐 2, 𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ, 𝑄) returns
vcgen (𝑐 1, 𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ, (𝜆𝑡 ′𝑚 ′ℓ ′ . vcgen(𝑐 2, 𝑡 ′, 𝑚 ′, ℓ ′, 𝑄)))
4.2

Induction on all Executions

For the compiler-correctness proof, we need semantics that
allow us to write proofs by induction on the execution (rather
than the structure) of a program, so we cannot directly use
the above vcgen semantics. The CPS semantics is obtained by
translating the weakest-precondition generator vcgen into an
inductively defined relation (𝑐, 𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ) ⇓ 𝑄 between starting
states and postconditions while maintaining the CPS form. In
order to make sure our top-level theorem does not depend on
this semantics that is not (yet) well-established in the community, we prove in section 5.8 that it agrees with traditional
small-step semantics. A small tweak is needed to make the
sequence and loop cases pass the strict-positivity requirement of inductive definitions: we “bake in” the weakening
rule of Hoare logic to avoid invoking the inductive under
binders in its own postcondition position (𝑄 1 below). We see
that, having removed the structural-recursion requirement,
the loop case can be specified in a step-by-step fashion:
expr_evaluates(𝑒, 𝑚, ℓ, 0)

what 𝑄 is. On the other hand, traditional operational semantics need to talk about failures explicitly or model their
absence separately, to make sure failing execution branches
are not discarded silently. For instance, CompCert’s definition of backwards simulation needs to reference two separate judgments about program execution, called safe and
Step, and CompCert cannot use the more convenient [28, 36]
forward simulations in the presence of internal nondeterminism, whereas CPS semantics allow us to deal only with one
judgment about program execution and to do all proofs in
forward style. Inductively defined Hoare triples can be used
as specifications for both source and target language during
compiler verification, in which case induction over the semantics corresponds (modulo weakening) to induction over
syntax trees (with nested induction over termination measures for the loops). We believe this style might have worked
just as well above the assembly-language level. Hoare logics
for machine code have also been crafted, but their design has
been the main subject of entire papers [9, 32], whereas we
got away with instantiating an existing monadic interpreter
to get a CPS-semantics definition (section 5.4).

4.3

Contrary to Bedrock2 programs, RISC-V programs stored in
the memory of a RISC-V machine do not really have a notion
of termination: the processor keeps executing the instruction
pointed to by the program counter forever. This means that
a structurally recursive weakest-precondition generator can
only be written for individual RISC-V instructions, not entire
programs. We write 𝑠 → 𝑄 to say that executing one instruction on a RISC-V machine in state 𝑠 (which includes data
memory as well as instruction memory, registers, program
counter, etc.) successfully results in a state that satisfies 𝑄.
To lift this predicate from a single step to multiple steps,
we use an operator ♢ we call the eventually operator that
serves a similar purpose as the transitive-closure operator:
𝑄 (𝑥)

expr_evaluates(𝑒, 𝑚, ℓ, 𝑣) 𝑣 ≠ 0 (𝑐, 𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ) ⇓ 𝑄 1
∀ 𝑡 ′ 𝑚 ′ ℓ ′ . 𝑄 1 (𝑡 ′, 𝑚 ′, ℓ ′) ⇒ (while(𝑒)𝑐, 𝑡 ′, 𝑚 ′, ℓ ′) ⇓ 𝑄 2

𝑥 → 𝑄1

𝑥 →♢ 𝑄

𝑄 (𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ)

(while(𝑒)𝑐, 𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ) ⇓ 𝑄

CPS Semantics for RISC-V

∀𝑦. 𝑄 1 (𝑦) ⇒ 𝑦 →♢ 𝑄 2 (𝑦)
𝑥 →♢ 𝑄 2

Note that it allows each nondeterministic branch to use a
different number of steps, so the number of execution steps
can depend on an input value modeled as nondeterministic.

(while(𝑒)𝑐, 𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ) ⇓ 𝑄 2
A (potentially infinitary) derivation tree of this relation
is a step-by-step explanation of how all possible executions
of this program terminate in states satisfying the postcondition. Following this intuition, both failure and nondeterminism can be modeled straightforwardly: if any of the possible nondeterministic execution branches starting in state
(𝑐, 𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ) fails, (𝑐, 𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ) ⇓ 𝑄 cannot be proven, no matter

5

Layers of the Stack

Figure 3 presents a detailed view of the system. This section
consists of a top-to-bottom tour through the figure, explaining how each component (white rectangle) is implemented
and verified against the interfaces surrounding it (gray rectangles), and a presentation of how to compose the hardware
and software proofs into a single end-to-end theorem.
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Figure 3. Components and interfaces of our system

5.1 The Application Layer
At the very top of Figure 3, a trace property we call
goodHlTrace (sketched for the lightbulb in section 3.1) defines which I/O traces are acceptable behaviors of the system.
In general, this property should ignore all internal implementation details and only describe what transpired on the
hardware-software system’s inputs and outputs. As we are
only dealing with digital systems, it is natural for these traces
to apply discretely, with at most one entry per hardware cycle.
Our prototype consists of three Bedrock2 source files: SPI,
the driver used to communicate with the network interface
card; LAN9250, the Ethernet device driver; and lightbulb, an
infinite loop that polls the network card for packets, processes them, and turns the lightbulb on or off depending on
their content. We replicated the SPI and GPIO interfaces from
the commercial FE310 RISC-V microcontroller [22] based on
the Rocket [4] RV32IMAC core, which allowed us to do separate testing of our hardware and software (on the FE310 chip
itself). The SPI interface exposes send and receive queues via
MMIO, relying on polling to detect peripheral-initiated flag
changes. The LAN9250 Ethernet controller’s API is exposed
as a range of SPI-accessible address space where reads and
writes to different addresses correspond to different operations.
5.2

The Bedrock2 Source Language

We write our application code in a syntactic subset of C
that we call Bedrock2, with semantics that include most but
not all opportunities for undefined behavior from C. For
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instance, like in C, accessing out-of-bounds memory is undefined behavior, but unlike C, division by zero is allowed3 , and
comparisons between any two pointers are allowed, whereas
C assigns undefined behavior to less-than comparisons of
two pointers if they do not belong to the same object. The language statements include memory write, if-then-else, while
loops, and function calls with support for returning tuples
of values. Syntactically, we distinguish calls to Bedrock2defined procedures and calls to external procedures. The
semantics records the latter in an interaction trace (which is
only used in specifications, not maintained at runtime). External procedures can update the memory (and such updates
are recorded in the trace), but we do not make use of this
feature, because we have not yet modeled it on the RISC-V
level. The memory is modeled as a global (not necessarily
contiguous) address space of bytes without any artificial limitations (effective type, provenance, alignment, etc.) on how
they can be accessed. All function arguments and local variables in Bedrock2 have the same type, word, whose bitwidth
depends on the bitwidth of the target machine.
The Bedrock2 source language is very simple, to the point
where one might wonder whether it would scale to bigger applications. However, since the development of Bedrock2 programs happens inside Coq, we already have the full power of
all of Coq’s abstraction mechanisms at our disposal, and we
have used them for both data-representation specifications
and syntactic-sugar macros. In addition, there is ongoing
work on compiling higher-level languages to Bedrock2.
We outright omit higher-order features such as function
pointers and mutually dependent compilation units, which
lets us avoid the semantic intricacies studied in the work
on compositional compilation [39]. While implementations
of external calls are still required to preserve the same invariants as the compiler itself when called in accordance to
their specifications, this requirement can be stated straightforwardly and proven without reference to the calling code
(section 6.1).
The Event-Loop Invariant. We only model behavior of
terminating programs in the Bedrock2 source language, implicitly identifying nontermination with undefined behavior.
Totality is an important correctness property and a slight
simplification, but it also forced us to verify the customary
top-level init(); while(1) loop() idiom of simple embedded programming directly against the RISC-V semantics. We
first state an invariant inv on a RISC-V machine that holds
at the beginning of each loop iteration. As loop-iteration
boundaries are not observable from outside the system, we
then use the eventually operator (section 4.3) to construct an
3 Division

is modeled as an axiomatically specified total deterministic function, and the source-language semantics do not specify what it returns for
divisions by zero, whereas the compiler assumes that it returns the concrete
values specified by RISC-V.
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instruction-by-instruction invariant saying that the execution is a finite number of steps away from a state satisfying
inv, and we use the always operator (5.8) to assert that for
all correctly initialized RISC-V states s, this new invariant
applies as well: swalways s (fun s' ⇒ s' →♢ inv).
5.3

ISA

IF
I$

■

ID

ISA

■

EX

ISA

■

■

The Bedrock2 Compiler

Below the box for the source language in Figure 3, we show
the intermediate languages of the 3-phase compiler, which
are fairly standard for verified compilers today, bottoming
out in lists of position-independent RISC-V instructions,
which are then encoded to bytes as specified by RISC-V.
The semantics for Bedrock2 and internal intermediate
languages of the compiler are all in CPS (section 4), which
enables us to write all compiler-correctness proofs as forward proofs, even though the languages have external nondeterminism (from axiomatically specified external calls) as
well as internal nondeterminism (the address at which stack
allocation allocates memory is unspecified).
To describe the application memory as well as the memory introduced by the compiler such as the stack and the
instruction memory, we use separation logic throughout all
compiler-correctness proofs. This, together with disallowing
recursive functions and statically tracking the stack-space
requirements of each function, enables us to prove that the
application memory, stack memory, and instruction memory all fit into the same memory. We also prove that the
application will never run out of memory, a guarantee that
other compilers such as CakeML or CompCert do not provide but which is essential to obtain a meaningful end-to-end
theorem.
5.4

RF

BTB

The RISC-V ISA and its Formal Semantics

RISC-V [42] is the only instruction set allowing us to
create and distribute our own implementations without
running afoul of patents, while also featuring realistic
silicon-fabricated processors and production-quality software toolchains. We used a formal model of RISC-V written
in Haskell [7] that was translated to Coq using hs-to-coq [8].
For flexibility reasons, the semantics in Haskell deliberately only specifies how each RISC-V instruction is defined
in terms of a small number of primitives such as reading and
writing registers or memory, without giving semantics to
these primitives or specifying any data type representing
the state of a RISC-V machine. For instance, the store-word
instruction Sw is turned into a sequence of the four primitives getRegister, translate (performing virtual-to-physical
address translation), getRegister, and storeWord:
| Sw rs1 rs2 simm12 ⇒
a ← getRegister rs1;
addr ← translate Store 4 (add a simm12);
x ← getRegister rs2;
storeWord Execute addr (regToInt32 x)

WB

Key:
■ : FIFO queue
IF: instruction fetch
ID: instruction decode
EX: execution
WB: write-back
RF: register file

Figure 4. The Kami processor and its two asynchronous
memory interfaces. Our additions are highlighted in gray.
To prove a compiler correct against these semantics, we
need to define a state type and define how the primitives operate on it. We have both a deterministic implementation, allowing us to run small RISC-V programs in Coq, and a nondeterministic CPS semantics that includes MMIO. The compiler
proof is parameterized to apply to either (section 6.3). Our
models describe a single-core environment with no address
translation, but they expose limitations of naive instruction
caching (section 5.6).
5.5

The Kami Processor

We build on top of the Coq-verified processor from the Kami
hardware-verification framework [10], already equipped
with a four-stage in-order pipeline, and we made several
improvements and additions (shown in gray in Figure 4).
The baseline processor required the program to be specified
in the processor design; we added logic to fetch instructions
eagerly from main memory into an interface-compatible instruction cache residing in FPGA block RAM upon reset. We
also reconciled the instruction set with RV32I, by adding
missing instructions, including the fine-grained memory operations load-byte (lb) and store-byte (sb), which required
adding byte-enable signals to the memory interface, and by
fixing some bugs. The bugs were of two kinds: liveness,
which is not covered by Kami’s specification and was found
through testing our application; and specification bugs that
had not been found by Kami’s specification-validation efforts but showed up while trying to prove Kami’s RISC-V
specification equivalent to the one used by the compiler. We
also added a branch predictor BTB [35] and fixed an issue
that kept pipeline stages from executing concurrently.
5.6

Dealing with Stale Instructions

The instruction-set specification does not require memory
accesses for instruction fetching to be consistent with those
of load and store instructions, allowing implementations
to fetch and start executing instructions early (in this case,
through an I$ memory interface) without synchronization
circuitry to detect when an already-fetched instruction was
written to (through the memory interface of WB). While moresophisticated CPU designs can detect and handle such hazards, it is overwhelmingly common for embedded systems
to implement the synchronization in software instead.
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We encode this discipline in the RISC-V model used
by the compiler by tracking a set of executable addresses
XAddrs throughout the execution. Whenever an instruction
is fetched, undefined behavior is triggered if the fetch address is not in XAddrs, and each written address is removed
from the set of executable addresses. At boot, XAddrs covers
the entire memory. The correctness proof of our compiler
includes showing that the program addresses remain executable throughout program execution.
The preservation of this invariant relies on external calls
not modifying the set of executable addresses, which in turn
only holds if the program is calling the external calls in accordance with their specifications, which of course depends on
the correctness of execution of compiled code so far. We have
yet another example of how correctness specifications of interfaces between embedded systems’ components are intertwined in nonobvious ways that have important engineering
benefits but are easily lost in academic simplifications.
5.7

Correctness of the Processor

A hardware design in Kami consists of modules with encapsulated private state (registers), public methods, and rules
that make atomic state changes. Kami exports to Bluespec,
and the Bluespec compiler discovers opportunities for parallel execution of rules, but with the convenient semantic
guarantee that the execution can be interpreted as if the
rules were executed one-by-one, called one-rule-at-a-time
execution. Behavior of Kami designs is modeled using traditional small-step semantics where each step corresponds
to a state transition by a rule in a module and records the
I/O events (external method calls) that happened. The step
definition has the form kstep m s1 s2 (which means that the
Kami module m steps from state s1 to state s2) and can be
lifted to characterize multiple steps (kstep∗ ) from the initial
state of a module (initial m) to define the set of traces of a
module:
Definition Trace (m: KModule) (tr: list Label) :=
∃ s, kstep∗ m (initial m) s ∧ tr = trace s.

The pipelined processor is proven to implement a singlecycle processor model in the sense of refinement, showing
that the set of possible traces of the implementation is contained in the trace set of the spec. A key property of the Kami
module system is modular refinement: in a system composed
of multiple modules, replacing any module with a spec that
it refines does not lose any behaviors. Thus, we were able
to prove our new instruction-cache logic without considering the rest of the processor: it simply refines the original
fetch stage in the baseline processor. The combinationallogic functions for decoding and executing instructions are
shared between baseline single-cycle processor spec and the
pipelined implementation, so we were able to extend the ISA
and fix bugs in it without needing to touch a line of proof.
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Unlike in the original Kami case study, we also need to prove
that all this logic matches the software’s assumptions.
5.8

Interfacing Hardware and Software

The Bedrock2 compiler and the Kami processor were developed independently and are proven correct against very different RISC-V specifications: a software-oriented assemblylike semantics (section 5.4) and a single-cycle Kami model
processor (section 5.7). There are two challenges for proving
these specifications compatible: reconciling the encoding
styles in the two developments (a concise but tricky proof)
and proving equality of alternative ways in which the two
wrote down “the same” bitvector expressions (a simple but
strenuous proof). We will elaborate on the former.
The software-oriented specification is in CPS, that is, it
relates each starting state to a set of possible next states if
well-defined: swstep s S means that all states reachable from
s in one step belong to the set S, and crucially no execution
path can trigger undefined behavior. A state s where a step
may trigger undefined behavior satisfies ∀ S, ¬ (swstep s
S), which allows us to reject undefined scenarios before considering the possibilities for the next state. For non-MMIO
instructions, 𝑆 is a singleton set.
The Kami semantics does not have a notion of undefined
behavior. Scenarios that result in undefined behavior according to the software-oriented swstep just proceed in some
arbitrary way according to Kami’s kstep relation. For example, memory accesses at too-large addresses just wrap
around, ignoring the more-significant address bits. Input
nondeterminism is encoded in kstep by relating the state
before the input to multiple possible subsequent states, each
with a different label added to the I/O trace.
We want to show that swstep is a conservative model of the
possible Kami-processor-model executions. More precisely,
we want to consider an arbitrary Kami step from a state s1
that does not trigger undefined behavior according to swstep
but instead steps to a state in S, to show that the resulting
Kami state s2 is in S. As the two semantics use different
state types, we need to use a simulation relation (related)
to derive a type-correct version of the last sentence:
Theorem kstep1_sound : ∀ ks1 ks2 rs1 S,
swstep rs1 S ∧ kstep ks1 ks2 ∧ related ks1 rs1 →
related ks2 rs1 ∨ ∃ rs2, rs2 ∈ S ∧ related ks2 rs2

Note that both an invocation of the software-oriented
RISC-V semantics and a Kami execution appear as hypotheses. Further, related includes invariants that arise from welldefined swsteps, most importantly that the instruction cache
is consistent with main memory at the executable addresses
in the sense of section 5.6.
To derive correctness of multi-step executions, we prove
that if a predicate is an invariant (i.e., always holds on all
states reachable from a given initial state) according to the
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Table 2. Parameterization throughout the stack

compiler’s semantics, it is also an invariant according to
Kami’s semantics:
Let swalways s P := P s ∧ ∀ s', P s' → swstep s' P.
Let kalways s P := ∀ s', kstep∗ s s' → P s'.
Theorem kstep_star_sound: ∀ inv ks1 rs1,
related ks1 rs1 ∧ swalways rs1 inv →
kalways ks1 (fun ks2 ⇒
∃ rs2, related ks2 rs2 ∧ inv rs2).

To obtain the end-to-end theorem, the invariant inv is instantiated with the event-loop invariant from section 5.2.
5.9

Parameter
external-call semantics
external-calls compiler
event-loop invariant
bitwidth
I/O mechanisms
I/O load/store semantics
external invariant
ISA

Used in
program logic and compiler
compiler and its proof
compiler-processor lemma
Bedrock2, ISA, processor
compiler and its proof
instruction-set specification
ISA, compiler and its proof
processor and its proof

The End-to-End Theorem

We finally assert application-level correctness of Kami I/O:
Theorem end2end_lightbulb: ∀ mem0 t,
bytes_at (instrencode lightbulb_insts) 0 mem0 ∧
Trace (p4mm mem0) t →
∃ t': list (string * word * word),
KamiRiscv.KamiLabelSeqR t t' ∧
prefix_of t' goodHlTrace.

In words, running our pipelined processor p4mm with any
memory mem0 that contains the lightbulb-program machine
code at address 0 only produces I/O traces that are related to
(prefixes of) traces allowed by the application specification.
The prefix closure is important because this theorem holds
at any point during the execution, without reference to any
notion of the software having “completed” a loop iteration.
The relation KamiRiscv.KamiLabelSeqR simply maps Kami
MMIO traces to triples with "ld" and "st" of section 3.1.
Another way to read this theorem is as system-bring-up
recipe: compute instrencode lightbulb_insts in Coq, place
it at address 0 in a memory, and arrange for this memory to
be connected to a correctly synthesized copy of p4mm. Then,
behavior described by goodHlTrace is to follow based on
our proofs. We would like to emphasize that, compared to
other verification projects, only requiring the three items
described above to be understood and trusted is very minimal.
No semantics of instruction sets nor software programming
languages need to be trusted in order to trust this theorem,
and there is no unverified “host” device in our case study.
Moreover, there is also no bootloader. All one has to do
in order to create a physical system that satisfies the preconditions of our theorem is to program an FPGA with the
design of the Kami processor and to put the Coq-generated
RISC-V binary code into the FPGA’s memory at address 0.
On FPGA reset, the Kami processor directly starts executing
at hard-coded address 0, so every instruction executed by
the system is taken into account by our theorem.

6

Parameterization across Layers

So far we have mostly emphasized vertical modularity. For instance, we could swap the implementation of a layer such as
the compiler or the processor for a different implementation,

and the specifications at the layer boundaries guarantee that
we need not revisit the other layers of the system. However,
some dimensions of variation across systems are orthogonal to that decomposition. One natural example is which
peripheral devices are available and how to interact with
them. Every layer of our stack is parameterized by its relevant choices there, and we think of this parameterization as
horizontal modularity.
For our lightbulb case study, the processor communicates with the network card and the lightbulb power switch
through MMIO. In this section, we particularly focus on the
parameterization for I/O devices, while Table 2 summarizes
other examples of parameterization in our stack.
Such composition of different pieces of compiled programs
has been studied before, e.g. in CompCompCert [39] using a
block-based infinite memory managed by an allocator behind
the curtains (even after compilation), whereas our composition has to work in a setting where the different pieces
of machine code access the same flat finite address space
that is used not only as data memory but also as instruction
memory and for memory-mapped I/O.

6.1

I/O in Bedrock2

In Bedrock2 source code, we use a syntactically distinct construct for MMIO. To keep the language more general, we do
not introduce a specific construct just for MMIO but rather a
more-general construct we call external calls, which appear
as special functions callable like any others. The semantics
of the source language are parameterized over the behavior of these external calls. The concept of external calls is a
strict generalization of MMIO, not a relaxation of semantics:
the source-code-level verification condition for an MMIO
external call still needs to restrict the address to be within
MMIO range.
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Recall the discussion in section 4.1 of the verificationcondition generation. Here is the case for external calls (simplified assuming one argument and one return value):
vcgen((𝑥 = 𝑓ext (𝑒)), 𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ, 𝑄) :=
∃𝑣 . expr_evaluates(𝑚, ℓ, 𝑒, 𝑣) ∧
vcextern( 𝑓ext, 𝑡, [𝑣],
𝜆𝑟 . 𝑄 ((𝑓 ,[𝑣],[𝑟 ])::𝑡, 𝑚, ℓ [𝑥 := 𝑟 ]))
The predicate vcextern is a parameter of the semantics – for
the lightbulb, we instantiate it with a characterization of
MMIO load and store operations and allowed address ranges
in our platform. Like vcgen, vcextern computes a precondition that is sufficient to guarantee that the postcondition
𝑄 received as input to vcextern holds after the call. An important difference between vcgen and vcextern is that vcgen
models deterministic steps, whereas vcextern needs to account for unknown runtime inputs, which are represented
using a universal quantifier in the definition of vcextern. For
example, an external call called "arbitrary" that requires
exactly one nonzero argument 𝑏 and can return any number
less than 𝑏 would have the specification
vcextern( "arbitrary", 𝑡, 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑠, 𝑄) :=
∃𝑏. 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑠 = [𝑏] ∧ 0 < 𝑏 ∧ (∀𝑟 . 𝑟 < 𝑏 ⇒ 𝑄 (𝑟 ))
Note that when proving the proof obligation returned by
vcextern, the programmer has to prove 𝑄 (i.e., verify the
remainder of the program) for all possible 𝑟 .
6.2

I/O in the ISA Semantics

Our RISC-V specification is also parameterized over external
interactions, implemented by giving special treatment to
loads and stores that fall outside the memory owned by
the code running on this processor. This special treatment
records nonmemory loads and stores in the I/O trace of all
externally visible behavior of the system, for which the endto-end theorem will assert that it satisfies the goodHlTrace
property. In our instantiation of the ISA specification, the
memory footprint remains unchanged throughout execution.
The parameter modeling external interactions caused by
an n-byte nonmemory load, nonmem_load, takes an address
a, a machine state s, and (in the same style as vcgen and
vcextern) a postcondition Q, returning the proof obligation
the compiler has to prove to make sure that Q holds after executing the load instruction. Here is the instance for MMIO:
nonmem_load n a s Q :=
isMMIOAddr a ∧ isMMIOAligned n a ∧
∀ v, Q v (withLogItem (@mmioLoadEvent a n v) s).

It requires the compiler to prove that a is in the MMIO range,
it is n-byte aligned, and the desired postcondition holds for
a machine state where the address and the unknown read
value v have been added to the I/O log. The same interface is
also powerful enough to model direct memory access (DMA),
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by recording memory-ownership changes in the I/O trace,
but we do not make use of this feature in the lightbulb application.
6.3

I/O in the Bedrock2 Compiler

Our compiler pipeline is parameterized over an external-calls
compiler, which defines how to implement each call with
machine code. In the lightbulb example, it simply translates
MMIOREAD and MMIOWRITE calls to lw and sw instructions.
We prove our compiler correct for all possible implementations of external calls in a compositional manner, requiring
the same correctness of the external-calls compiler as we
are proving about the whole compiler:
Lemma compiler_correct: ∀ compile_ext,
(∀ x fext a, correct compile_ext (x = fext (a))) →
(∀ program, correct (compile compile_ext) program).

Condition correct comp p says that feeding program p
into the compilation function comp produces positionindependent code that takes any machine state satisfying
the compiler invariant to some machine state satisfying the
compiler invariant and the postcondition of p (assuming
no execution of p from the given starting state can trigger
undefined behavior).
Note that the postcondition has to be translated as well,
because a source-level postcondition 𝑃 takes an I/O trace
𝑡 and a source-level state as arguments, whereas a targetlevel postcondition takes a target-level state instead of a
source-level state. We do so using a state-representation relation 𝑅 between source and target states, translating the
source-level postcondition 𝑃 into the target-level postcondition 𝜆𝑡 𝑠 tgt . ∃𝑠 src . 𝑅(𝑠 src, 𝑠 tgt ) ∧ 𝑃 (𝑡, 𝑠 src ). If we wanted to
support different trace formats for the source and target
languages, we could simply include the trace in the representation relation and translate the source-level postcondition
𝑃 into 𝜆𝑡 tgt 𝑠 tgt . ∃𝑡 src 𝑠 src . 𝑅(𝑡 src, 𝑠 src, 𝑡 tgt, 𝑠 tgt ) ∧ 𝑃 (𝑡 src, 𝑠 src ).
Verifying the External-Calls Compiler. The correctness proof of the external-calls compiler (i.e., the proof of the
main hypothesis of the last lemma) relies both on the compiler invariant and on the source-level verification condition
of external calls (vcextern). However, the main compiler as
well as correct are too general to know anything about the
concept of MMIO, but they still need to empower the correctness proof of the external-calls compiler to show that the
loads and stores emitted for MMIO do not modify application
data or code. Therefore, the compiler invariant includes not
only administrative conditions regarding the stack and registers but also an external invariant that the code emitted by
the external-calls compiler can rely on and which the proof
of the main compiler takes as an abstract parameter. In our
case study with MMIO only, it is sufficient to use an external
invariant that requires MMIO addresses not to overlap with
the physical memory, and vcextern requires the application
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programmer to show that the addresses are indeed within
the MMIO range (see section 6.1).
We must also provide a means to the main compiler to
prove that it preserves the abstract external invariant, and
we do so by imposing the condition on the abstract external
invariant that it is preserved by all ordinary RISC-V instructions the main compiler uses (that is, in particular, excluding
lw and sw outside the physical memory).
We found these details to be a particularly tricky exercise
in parameterization and “threading” of invariants through a
development. The solution we describe here relies on quantifying over predicates (vcextern and the external invariant)
and their properties, an example of how use of higher-order
logic enables modularity.
6.4

I/O in Hardware

I/O is encoded in Kami as invoking methods on an unspecified external module, which the semantics tracks in a behavior trace. The processor itself does not distinguish ordinary
memory operations from MMIO. When the memory module
is attached, it handles the loads and stores to memory addresses but makes designated external method calls for the
rest. This factoring appears both in the pipelined processor
and in the spec processor, making for an easy correctness
proof by modular refinement.
6.5

Parameterization: Coq Pragmatics

By instantiating parameters appropriately, our main theorem depends only on standard Coq axioms4 . We parameterize proof modules on records of assumptions, with many
assumptions shared across different record types, which introduced more proof-automation complexity than we had
anticipated (see section 7.3.1).

7
7.1

Evaluation
Remaining Opportunities for Bugs

7.1.1 Trusted Code Base. The trusted code base of any
deployment of our system is dominated by external tools;
the key specifications of the verified part are minuscule in
comparison. This comparison holds even though the specifications of intermediate layers of our system are rather
intricate – only the top (application) and bottom (HDL) specifications are critical for correctness, and they are simple and
short. Table 3 provides a component-by-component breakdown of the specification size on the left, with a summary of
the tools we rely on to translate the HDL code to an FPGA
bitstream on the right. We would like to emphasize that all
tools we used are open-source and actively maintained.
7.1.2 Specification Fidelity and Security. We believe that single-Qed integration verification against
an application-level specification provides unparalleled
4 Functional

and propositional extensionality, Axiom K, and JMeq_eq

Table 3. Summary of our trusted code base
Coq spec, total lines of code
Lightbulb application
27
LAN9250 Ethernet driver
77
SPI driver
30
Driving digital outputs
10
Trace predicate notations
25
Semantics of Kami HDL ∼ 400

Other TCB
Verilog wrapper (∼200
LOC), Kami→Bluespec
extraction, Bluespec
compiler, Yosys &
Nextpnr [37], Coq proof
checker & dependencies

assurance against many known and unknown attacks. Any
behavior-changing attack through the MMIO interface
is ruled out by an end-to-end correctness theorem, even
though our specification contains no description of potential
attacks. For example, the theorem we proved implies that
the attacker cannot gain remote-code execution by sending
specially crafted network packets: executing code on our
system could easily be used to turn the lightbulb on when
not allowed by the specification.
One security-relevant limitation of our setup is that the
top-level specification does not specify the timing of inputs
and outputs. Even though the software is proven to terminate,
and the compiler is proven to preserve termination, the Kami
processor (according to the proofs alone) is not guaranteed
ever to execute an instruction – we just tested that it does.
For the same reason, our framework does not give a way
to guarantee that execution time does not depend on secret
values, but the application we chose for our case study does
not handle secrets.
Finally, we emphasize that our theorem applies to the
interface between the FPGA and the network interface card
shown in Figure 2, i.e. the network interface card is excluded
from the verification.
7.2

Performance

7.2.1 Runtime Performance. Our system is fast enough
to control a lightbulb and many other mechanical systems.
We did not track or attempt to optimize the performance of
our system during development. Our goal to exercise seriously the intramodule flexibility provided by our interfaces
sometimes led us to implement common optimizations (e.g.,
register allocation), but most design decisions were made in
favor of simplicity over speed.
Running our processor with a 12MHz clock on a Lattice
ECP5-85k FPGA, we measured that it takes 5.5 ms from the
moment when the Ethernet device starts handing a packet
over to the processor to the actuation of the control output.
The corresponding figure for our initial unverified prototype
code with gcc -O3 and FE310 is 10x faster, just above 0.5ms.
We will now explain this ratio as a combination of two I/O
differences, a compiler weakness, and performance issues of
the Kami processor: 10x ≈ (1.4x × 1.2x) × 2.1x × 2.7x.
The vast majority of the running time is spent transferring
incoming packet data from the Ethernet controller to the
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7.2.2 Verification Performance. The main Coq development is built and verified automatically after every change
by continuous integration, requiring less than 7.5GB of RAM
and 80 minutes per build. Additionally, checking the Kami
refinement proofs takes around 2 hours.

7.3

imagined overhead
(𝑚 + 𝑛 + 𝑝)/𝑚

130
33 1443
208 552 1785
1114 1325 6654
2053 991 3804
254
74
539

proof overhead
(𝑚 + 𝑛 + 𝑝 + 𝑞)/𝑚

176
lightbulb app
0
program logic
931
compiler
SW/HW interface 0
0
end-to-end

low-insight proof 𝑞

10044
7301
1907
354
48294

interesting proof 𝑝

Excluded:
unrelated
library
imports
doc
Kami

interface 𝑛

Table 4. Lines of code
implementation 𝑚

processor over SPI using MMIO reads and writes to drive
the SPI peripheral. Both the verified and unverified versions
of the code use naive 4-byte transactions, but the unverified version makes use of the FE310 SPI pipelining feature
within each transaction: even though SPI communication
is inherently synchronous and bidirectional, the code first
writes the outgoing command and address into the transmit
FIFO and then reads the entire response out of the receive
FIFO. The trace specification applies to the MMIO interface
between the processor and the SPI peripheral, so we would
have needed to include this optimization in the specification
of the system behavior to support it. Our verified system
instead interleaves one-byte writes and reads, as captured
in the simplest specification we could come up with (and
our Verilog implementation of SPI does not support pipelining). Changing the original prototype to do the same slows
it down by 1.4x.
Another place where the final version of the code differs
from our initial prototype is that it maintains timeout counters for polling at both LAN9250 and SPI levels, exiting with
an error if the device does not respond within a reasonable
amount of time. The unverified prototype would happily
poll forever, which may be acceptable in some applications
and not others. We added the timeout logic when setting up
to prove total correctness for each iteration of the top-level
event loop. Measuring the verified code with gcc -O3 and
FE310, the timeout logic increases the response time by 1.2x.
Our compiler does not do constant propagation, function
inlining, or exploit caller-saved registers, whereas gcc -O3
inlines the SPI driver function call in the innermost loop and
compiles it to two instructions. Compiling the same verified
code with our compiler instead of gcc -O3 increases the
response time by 2.1x.
Using the Kami processor instead of FE310 is responsible
for the largest slowdown factor in our system, just above
2.7x. This system-level clock-frequency-relative slowdown
we observed is actually smaller than the 4.8x reported in [10,
Fig. 15.] (approximating the Rocket core as executing 1 instruction per cycle). However, our code is I/O-heavy, and
the FE310 SPI peripheral is connected to the CPU through
two layers of TileLink buses, which we expect to add considerable latency compared to our SPI code in the same clock
domain and Verilog compilation unit as the Kami processor.
Thus it is not clear how much of the change from 4.8x to
2.7x to attribute to peripheral differences or our fixes to the
Kami processor to get it to run our code at all.
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10.1
−
10.8
−
−

1.9
−
3.6
−
−

Effort

This project was completed over two-and-a-half years, starting from a preliminary specification of RISC-V in Haskell
and (independently) the Kami framework and baseline processor. Three people did the vast majority of the engineering,
joining respectively 6 months and 13 months into the twoand-a-half-year project. While this project was largely the
main task for the people involved, it was hardly ever the only
responsibility, and we estimate an average level of effort of
66%, adding up to around four person-years of work.
In the “proof overhead” column of Table 4, the overhead
of formal verification (measured as the factor by which the
number of lines of code increases due to verification) is calculated for different layers of the system (and omitted for
those layers that consist purely of proof).
7.3.1 Coq Wishlist. We caution against trying to use
these ratios to quantify the fundamental difficulty of systems
verification. Contrary to the conceptual questions about interface specifications discussed throughout this paper, we
see the vast majority of proof work in this project as using
Coq to emulate, semimanually, domain-specific verification
strategies we would expect to find in layer-specific tools.
1. We experienced performance bottlenecks and inexplicable
tactic failures connected both to logical theories with associated standard Coq tactics (e.g., linear arithmetic) and
those without (e.g., bitvectors, finite maps, sequences).
Tools like SMT-solver bridges to Coq [11, 15] crashed or
ran too slowly on too many of our goals (even months
after reporting issues to their authors) to be viable.
2. This code base’s level of parameterization (as sketched in
section 6) posed challenges for integrating with automation. We defined hierarchies of record types for collecting
parameters, often leading to multiple ways of writing a
lookup of the same parameter, though Coq’s automation
failed to take seamless advantage of those equalities.
3. Sometimes we coded workarounds in Coq’s Ltac language,
revealing some apparently fundamental bottlenecks in
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core parts of Coq today: time scaling in number of hypotheses (leading us to invest in heuristics to prune hypotheses unlikely to help), unpredictable and slow unification (we found ourselves often wanting to trigger the
most basic but fast heuristics), and rechecking of proof
terms at the end of a proof (many tactics do poor jobs of
recording term-reduction strategies in proof terms).
One notable bright side was Coq’s evolving notation mechanism, improving in the course of this project as we sent
feature requests to the Coq developers, to the point where
we can now write fairly natural-looking C-like code directly
within Coq (conveniently located alongside its proof).
7.3.2 What if our Wishlist Were Addressed Fully?
But what if all these problems were solved, and Coq also had
access to layer-specific tools such as performant symbolicexecution engines and theory solvers that are already successfully used in many unintegrated verification projects?
We tried to answer this question with Table 4, by classifying
the source lines of proofs manually into “interesting proof”
and “low-insight proof.” The hypothetical improved proof
assistant would only need the former. The large differences
in the factors in the two last columns suggest that with the
current state of the art, the complexity of formal-systems
verification is mostly accidental complexity caused by tooling issues and only a small amount of inherent complexity,
so that improving proof assistants would be a key enabler
for larger projects in the direction explored in this paper. In a
sense, it is a chicken-and-egg problem: to motivate improvement of proof assistants, we need convincing system demos,
preferably much larger than the one presented in this paper,
but in order to create such demos, we already need better
proof assistants. We hope that this paper can make a contribution in breaking this cyclic dependency by highlighting
the potential benefits of improving proof assistants and their
libraries and performance, motivating further development
of these tools.

8

Conclusion

We presented another step toward more complete end-toend mechanized proof of systems combining software and
hardware, with small trusted code bases. Since our top-level
theorem does not reference any of the intermediate specifications, we can rule out a large class of potential integration
bugs.
In order to focus on this kind of integration verification,
we chose rather simple designs for the individual components, so the work we presented here cannot yet fully answer
the question how our technique would scale if we replaced
the individual components by more complex designs. More
complex designs would likely lead to more complex intermediate specifications, and since we have not yet encountered
any friction points in our specification style, we believe that
it is ready for use with more complex designs that need

features such as direct memory access or, more generally,
external calls that acquire and release logical ownership of
memory. On the other hand, concurrent software execution
(on multiple cores or in interrupt handlers) would require
considerable changes to our current approach. As far as the
proofs (rather than specifications) are concerned, we already
did encounter scalability issues (section 7.3.1), but as we
described, we believe that these are not fundamental.
Compared to past work, we emphasize building a freestanding digital system that uses realistic I/O, an instruction
set that is already widely used, and low-level coding patterns representative of embedded systems. New challenges
were raised for modularity of both the vertical (layering)
and horizontal (parameterization) kinds. We also found that
tooling challenges with performant proof automation in
Coq dominated our development time, feeding a wishlist
of mundane-sounding Coq improvements. It seems that
these limitations must first be overcome to attain feasibility for any integration-verification case study large enough
to benefit genuinely from a modular architecture. Still, we
were able to complete the last conceptual ingredients in an
end-to-end functional-correctness theorem that directly captures the I/O behavior of a very simple untethered embedded
system.
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